THE SECOND LEVER
Managing Distribution Policy to Help Minimize
Operating Volatility
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Endowments have dual objectives - support steady distributions and
protect purchasing power net of distributions.
The variability of capital markets can make the support of steady
distributions a challenge when those distributions are based on a
percentage of market value.
Investment Policy is the first lever an investor can pull to manage
portfolio and therefore distribution volatility. Nuanced management of
Distribution Policy represents an important second lever.

Our analyses1 (see assumptions in Appendix) show that different distribution
policies can greatly affect the volatility (or standard deviation) of distributions.
These policies can reduce a key measure of the volatility of distributions by as
much as 61% for endowments.

EXHIBIT 1: STANDARD DEVIATION OF ANNUAL PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN
DISTRIBUTIONS
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When a distribution policy is based on a simple percentage of market value, the
investment policy lever shoulders the responsibility for managing portfolio and
distribution volatility. However, by taking a more thoughtful approach to distribution
policy, an endowment has a powerful second lever to help manage distribution
volatility. This can alleviate pressure from the investment policy to manage portfolio
volatility and may even support greater portfolio and distribution growth over time.
Clients often turn to us to identify strategies that can help them better manage
distribution variability and protect their purchasing power. To do this, we use our
proprietary modeling tool to analyze the various distribution policy approaches
endowments commonly adopt.

OVERVIEW OF ANALYSIS

Foundations
Managing the volatility of total
distributions for US private
foundations can be more difficult
given the required minimum
distribution2 associated with these
funds. However, by taking a
slightly different approach, such
as splitting distributions into core
and complementary subsets, a
foundation can focus on
managing the volatility of the core
subset of distributions.

Managing investment and distribution policies for an endowment with a perpetual
investment time horizon is a complex and dynamic process. To isolate the potential
impact various distribution policies could have on a portfolio, we use a simple asset
allocation. This lets us compile a broader sample of historic market data than
otherwise possible with a more modern and highly diverse asset allocation.
Importantly, the volatility of returns for this historic dataset is comparable to projected
volatility for a more contemporary endowment allocation. This adds to the relevance
of any indicated change in distribution volatility relative to return volatility as a guide
for forward looking policy.
Endowment Analysis
In our simulations for endowments, we focus on four distribution policy options.
(Appendix includes summary data for the options.)

1. Simple Percentage – applies a simple percentage of 4.5% to an average of
the past 12 months’ market values.
2. Rolling Average – applies a simple percentage of 4.5% to an average of the
last 36 months’ market values.
3. Banded Inflation – starts distributions at $4.50 on $100 and then bases
changes in distributions on inflation. Also distribution caps are applied: 6.5%
(i.e. distributions cannot exceed 6.5% of market value in down markets) and a
floor of 2.5% (i.e. distributions are no less than 2.5% of market value during up
markets).
4. Blended Rule3 – an approach that bases distributions on 80% of the prior
year’s spending, adjusted for inflation; the balance is based on 4.5% of market
value.
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OBSERVATIONS
Exhibit 1 illustrated that more complex policies help reduce the variability in
distributions, with the median standard deviation of annual percentage change in
distributions reduced by 26% for a rolling average policy, by 37% for a Banded
Inflation policy and by 61% for a Blended Rule policy.
Also, as Exhibits 2 and 3 show, the more-complex spending policies tended to reduce
average distributions and increase average ending values.

EXHIBIT 2: AVERAGE ANNUAL DISTRIBUTIONS – PERCENTAGE OF
AVERAGE ASSETS
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EXHIBIT 3: ENDING ASSETS – NOMINAL
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We have found these directional shifts to be particularly important in forward looking
Monte Carlo analyses incorporating current expected returns which are lower than
historical returns.
RECOMMENDATION
While the appropriate policy will vary by endowment, we believe the Banded
Inflation approach has significant appeal because of its potential to generate the
highest average ending values and a lower effective distribution rate – important
considerations in a lower expected return environment – while meaningfully
reducing distribution variability.
The Banded Inflation approach may also appeal to endowments because:
•

Expected changes in distributions are linked to inflation. Inflation typically
has lower variability than capital markets returns, and inflation is
commonly used in budgeting and planning.

•

It can drive slower growth of distributions given inflation increases are
smaller than market value increases in a favorable return environment.

•

It maintains and potentially grows distributions (at least initially), when
market values fall; This is a key point because the Banded Inflation
approach may lead to lower distribution expectations for many years, but it
will support higher distributions in challenging economic and market
environments.

•

The cap and the floor maintain a reasonable connection to portfolio market
value. For example, if the portfolio net of distributions grows faster than the
rate of inflation, the floor provides that distributions remain above x% of
market value. Conversely, if the portfolio falls, the cap provides that
distributions do not exceed y% of market value.

The tug and pull of providing
steady distributions for the near
term, while protecting purchasing
power for the long term, is a
constant challenge for
endowments.

The lower standard deviation of percentage change in distributions also indicates
more stability in using the Banded Inflation approach, but interestingly not as much as
the Rolling Average or the Blended Rule. This is due to a “weakness” in the Banded
Inflation policy as applied in the model that in strongly trending markets means the
cap or floor can kick in for many years and the volatility of distributions will devolve
back in line with moves in market values. This may suggest that an entity applying
the Banded Inflation approach consider a “reset” if either the cap or floor level applies
for a certain number of consecutive years. This weakness of the Banded Inflation
policy is seen most acutely in periods with poor early returns and high inflation,
making it hard for the portfolio to catch up to inflation-based levels.

BALANCING CHANGING MANDATES
Endowments must balance a challenging dual mandate: support steady ongoing distributions
while preserving portfolio purchasing power over the long term. Thoughtful application of
distribution policy can provide a “second lever” to help manage the variability of ongoing
distributions by taking some pressure off the investment policy and providing an effective
complement. For endowments, a Banded Inflation policy may have particularly compelling
characteristics.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
Using proprietary modeling tools, our team will work with you to understand your unique
circumstances and goals to identify a strategy to help meet or complement your needs.
Northern Trust Asset Management’s Endowment and Foundation team collaborates with
investment staff, committees, and boards to enhance investment portfolios through both broad
and targeted multi-manager mandates.
For more information about this process, please visit northerntrust.com/ocio or contact Dan
Kutliroff at DK205@ntrs.com or 312.557.1657.

APPENDIX

ASSUMPTIONS USED

Starting Assets
Portfolio's Asset Allocation
Time Period
Rolling Period
Number of Periods

$100
75% / 25%*
January 1973 - May 2017
20 Years
294

Average Return

11.2%

Average Standard Deviation

11.5%

Minimum Annualized Return

7.0%

Average Inflation

3.5%

*Given available data, the analysis uses a portfolio of 75% S&P 500 and 25%
Barclays Government/Credit Intermediate bonds
ENDNOTES
1 The analysis is created using a proprietary tool to analyze historical returns and distributions from a hypothetical

portfolio. Returns used are index returns for representative purposes; it is not possible to invest directly in an
index. This portfolio has not commenced and has no actual performance history. The hypothetical performance
results assume asset allocations remain fixed and are rebalanced monthly during entire 20-year periods for all
the rolling 20 year periods starting each month from 01.01.1973 to 05.01.1997 and ending 05.31.2017. Past
performance is not indicative of or a guarantee of future results.
2 Each year U.S. private foundations file a form 990, which includes a calculation of their required distribution.

Market values of the foundation’s Net Investment Assets as of month end for the preceding 12 months are
recorded. The Payout Requirement equals the product of 5% of the average of these values. This Payout
Requirement can be met with qualifying distributions including amounts distributed for charitable purposes, direct
charitable activities, Program-Related Investments (PRIs) and reasonable and necessary administrative costs
related to a foundation’s charitable activities. Investment expenses are not qualifying distributions. IRC 4292 and
the applicable regulations contain an extensive set of rules governing required distributions by private
foundations, including requirements that private foundations distribute the calculated distributable amount of each
taxable year by the end of the succeeding taxable year. Please consult tax advisors for further detail.
3 This blended approach is known to some industry participants as a “Tobin Rule” named for the Nobel Prize-

winning economist James Tobin relating to his work on endowment management principles and
intergenerational equity.
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INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR USE ONLY – NOT FOR USE WITH RETAIL INVESTORS.
The information contained herein is intended for use with current or prospective clients of Northern Trust Investments, Inc. The information is
not intended for distribution or use by any person in any jurisdiction where such distribution would be contrary to local law or regulation.
Northern Trust and its affiliates may have positions in and may effect transactions in the markets, contracts and related investments different
than described in this information. This information is obtained from sources believed to be reliable, and its accuracy and completeness are
not guaranteed. Information does not constitute a recommendation of any investment strategy, is not intended as investment advice and does
not take into account all the circumstances of each investor. Opinions and forecasts discussed are those of the author, do not necessarily
reflect the views of Northern Trust and are subject to change without notice.
This report is provided for informational purposes only and is not intended to be, and should not be construed as, an offer, solicitation or
recommendation with respect to any transaction and should not be treated as legal advice, investment advice or tax advice. Recipients should
not rely upon this information as a substitute for obtaining specific legal or tax advice from their own professional legal or tax advisors.
References to specific securities and their issuers are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended and should not be interpreted as
recommendations to purchase or sell such securities. Indices and trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Information is
subject to change based on market or other conditions.
All securities investing and trading activities risk the loss of capital. Each portfolio is subject to substantial risks including market risks, strategy
risks, adviser risk and risks with respect to its investment in other structures. There can be no assurance that any portfolio investment
objectives will be achieved, or that any investment will achieve profits or avoid incurring substantial losses. No investment strategy or risk
management technique can guarantee returns or eliminate risk in any market environment. Risk controls and models do not promise any level
of performance or guarantee against loss of principal. Any discussion of risk management is intended to describe Northern Trust’s efforts to
monitor and manage risk but does not imply low risk.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Performance returns and the principal value of an investment will fluctuate. Performance
returns contained herein are subject to revision by Northern Trust. Comparative indices shown are provided as an indication of the
performance of a particular segment of the capital markets and/or alternative strategies in general. Index performance returns do not reflect
any advisory fees, transaction costs or expenses. It is not possible to invest directly in any index. Performance returns are reduced by
investment management fees and other expenses relating to the management of the account. Performance returns contained herein include
reinvestment of dividends and other earnings, transaction costs, and all fees and expenses other than investment management fees, unless
indicated otherwise. Gross performance returns do not reflect the deduction of investment advisory fees and returns will therefore be reduced
by these and any other expenses occurred in the management of the account. For additional information on fees, please refer to Part 2a of the
Form ADV or consult a Northern Trust representative.
Forward-looking statements and assumptions are Northern Trust’s current estimates or expectations of future events or future results based
upon proprietary research and should not be construed as an estimate or promise of results that a portfolio may achieve. Actual results could
differ materially from the results indicated by this information.
If presented, hypothetical portfolio information provided does not represent results of an actual investment portfolio but reflects representative
historical performance of the strategies, funds or accounts listed herein, which were selected with the benefit of hindsight. Hypothetical
performance results do not reflect actual trading. No representation is being made that any portfolio will achieve a performance record similar
to that shown. A hypothetical investment does not necessarily take into account the fees, risks, economic or market factors/conditions an
investor might experience in actual trading. Hypothetical results may have under- or over- compensation for the impact, if any, of certain
market factors such as lack of liquidity, economic or market factors/conditions. The investment returns of other clients may differ materially
from the portfolio portrayed. There are numerous other factors related to the markets in general or to the implementation of any specific
program that cannot be fully accounted for in the preparation of hypothetical performance results. The information is confidential and may not
be duplicated in any form or disseminated without the prior consent of Northern Trust.
This information is intended for purposes of Northern Trust marketing of itself as a provider of the products and services described herein and
not to provide any investment recommendations or advice within the meaning of the Department of Labor’s Final Fiduciary Rule (29 CFR
§2510.3-21). Northern Trust is not undertaking to provide impartial investment advice or give advice in a fiduciary capacity to the recipient of
these materials. To the extent that the recipient of these materials has authority to act on behalf of a benefit plan that is subject to Title I of the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended (“ERISA”), Northern Trust provides information with the understanding that
the recipient: (1) is a fiduciary under ERISA with respect to any plan transaction(s) contemplated herein and is responsible for exercising
independent judgment in evaluating any such transaction(s); (2) is independent of Northern Trust; (3) is a bank or similarly regulated financial
institution, insurance carrier, registered investment adviser, registered broker-dealer, or a plan fiduciary that holds, or has under management
or control, total assets of at least $50 million; (4) is capable of evaluating investment risks independently, both in general and with regard to
particular transactions and investment strategies. Please advise Northern Trust immediately if any of the foregoing understandings is incorrect.
Further, Northern Trust and its affiliates receive fees and other compensation in connection with the products and services described herein as
well as for custody, fund administration, transfer agent, investment operations outsourcing and other services rendered to various proprietary
and third party investment products and firms that may be the subject of or become associated with the services described herein.
Northern Trust Asset Management is composed of Northern Trust Investments, Inc. Northern Trust Global Investments Limited, Northern Trust
Global Investments Japan, K.K, NT Global Advisors Inc., 50 South Capital Advisors, LLC and investment personnel of The Northern Trust
Company of Hong Kong Limited and The Northern Trust Company.
© 2017 Northern Trust Corporation. Head Office: 50 South La Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois 60603 U.S.A.
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